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Introduction

1

History books describe the Scandinavian invasion, the life and conditions of the Scandinavian settlers, their political relations to
the English, and provide us with a general idea of Scandinavians on English soil. They have, however, left many questions
unresolved, particularly with regards to the nature of the settlements and precise areas of major settlement sites. This
ambiguity is magnified by the fact that conquest by arms does not necessarily imply subsequent settlement.
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4

5

Scandinavian place-names can be divided into three groups: (1) names containing Scandinavian inflectional patterns, (2)
names derived from Scandinavian sound substitution and (3) names combining Scandinavian personal names with
Scandinavian place-name elements. While this division is useful, certain place-names do not confine themselves to a single
neat classification as in the case of place-names which incorporate Scandinavian personal names and English place-name
elements.

6

The first group comprises place-names coined by people actually speaking Scandinavian languages. These place-names
combine Scandinavian personal names and Scandinavian place-name elements using Scandinavian genitive inflectional
endings. Two of the most common such endings are -ar as in Amounderness, Litherland, Scorbrough (Old Norse (ON)
Agmundarnes, Hlíðarland, Skógarbúð) and -s as in Braceby, Rauceby, Winzebi (Old Danish (ODan) Breiþsby, Rauþsby,
Wintsby).[6]

7

In the second group, English place-names are modified by the adoption of Scandinavian sounds or synonyns. Many English
names contained sounds or sound-groups unfamiliar to the Scandinavians so they substituted those familiar to themselves.
The English sounds /ò/ and /tò/, and /d/ between vowels or in a final position were unknown to Scandinavians of the time. So,
names such as Shelton, Shipton, Cheswick, Childwick, Loud, and Middop were modified to Skelton, Skipton, Keswickv,
Kildwick, Louth, and Mythop. Similarly, the substitution of a Scandinavian synonym for an English place-name element was
extremely common: Old English (OE) brad "broad" was replaced by ON breiðr as in Braithwell (Bradeuuelle in Domesday
Book), OE circe "church" by ON kirkja as in Kirton, Peakirk (Pegecyrcan in Domesday Book), OE cyning "king" by ON konungr,
as in Coniscliffe (Ciningesclif in ASC), Coniston, OE stan "stone" by ON steinn as in Stainly, Stainton and so on.

8

9

Numerous Scandinavian place-name elements are used in England, such as by, thorp, toft, lathe, thwaite, garth, fell, how,
meol, holm, wray, wath, scough, with, lund, beck, tarn, crook, gate, both, etc. Some of these elements may be used as
test-words for Danish or Norwegian origin: Danish test-words are thorp, both, hulm and Norwegian ones are breck, buth, gill,
slack and scale (Ekwall 1936: 139). Place-names containing the elements -by and -thorp, and the Grimston type hybrids are
considered of great importance as the great frequency of -by and -thorp in the Danelaw is usually regarded as the most
distinctive sign of heavy Scandinavian influence. Areas where these elements are found are considered to represent major
Scandinavian settlement sites.
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10

The place-name element by (ON býr bœr, ODan and Old Swedish by) means "village" or "town" in Danish and "homestead" in
Norwegian. Approximately two out of every three place-names ending in -by are combined with Scandinavian personal
names,[7] and others are combined with terms for directions such as south and east,[8] the nationality of settlers,[9] and
topographical features.[10] According to the geographical evidence in the areas of the Five Boroughs and in Yorkshire,
place-names incorporating -by represent the best available vacant land (Loyn 1994: 85). In many cases, personal names
combined with -by can be the names of the subordinate leaders of the so-called "great army" which formally occupied and
settled in eastern England during the years 876-880 (Wainright 1962: 82).

11

Thorp (ON þorp) means in Danish "a hamlet or a daughter settlement dependent on an older village"(Ekwall 1936: 139). There
was also a word þorp (þrop) in OE, and its combination with English personal names may be considered as English. Thorp is a
common place-name element in Denmark and Sweden, comparatively rare in Norway, and absent in Iceland. It is very
common in the Danelaw, but very rare in the north western counties where Norwegians settled.[11] Thorp was also frequently
combined with Scandinavian personal names and other Scandinavian words[12] to form place-names. These names were
often given to areas less suitable for agriculture. Their numerous occurrence and their distriution pattern in the northeast can
be interpreted to mean that places with -thorp names are those areas which were exploited not by original army settlers but by
later Scandinavian immigrants. This argument finds some support in Domesday Book, which suggests that the areas of
settlement had been greatly enlarged in the preceding two centuries (Loyn 1994: 86).

12

There exists a substantial quantity of names in the Danelaw which contain Scandinavian personal names compounded with
the English element -tun. These are known as 'Grimston hybrids'. They are so called because the most commonly used
personal name is Grimr and the most frequent place-name element is tun[13] followed by feld, ford and leah. The element tun,
though considered to be English, would probably have been used unaltered by the Norwegian settlers in England on the basis
that names containing -tun are common in Iceland (Ekwall 1924: 58). In general these hybrid names occur in districts where
there are a preponderance of English place-names and very few -by names. These names are generally attached to
agricultural land of good quality, which was less likely to have been left vacant by the Englishmen before the Scandinavina
settlers came. They may well in fact have been native English villages exploited by Scandinavians in the very early stages of
settlement when army leaders took over the lordship and initiated a degree of settlement on already favoured agricultural sites
(Loyn 1994: 86).

13

14
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16

17

The Scandinavians brought with them a distinctive stock of personal names.[15] Their abundant distribution in the north of the
Danelaw marks a distinct contrast with their paucity in the south of the Danelaw.[16] The strong northern occurrence agrees
with the linguistic evidence, which shows the northern Danelaw area as more strongly Scandinavianized than the south of it
(Stenton 1971: 520, Loyn 1994: 88, Samuels 1985). This abundance of Scandinavian personal names, however, should not
lead us to conclude that men with Scandinavian names were the descendents of Scandinavian settlers, nor to assume that
place-names which contain Scandinavian personal names necessarily refer to Scandinavians or Scandinavian descendants.

18

There are a considerable number of examples of the blending of English and Scandinavian names in the same family (Davis
1955: 29, Arngart 1928: 80). There was in the tenth century a priest called Athelstan whose brothers were called Ælfstan
(English) and Bondo (Scandinavian),[17] and a man bearing the English name Eadric, whose brother is called Grim, an
undoubtedly Scandinavian name. A widow, whose husband has the English name Wineman, has brothers called by the names
of Osulf, Fastolf and Beorneh, of which Beorneh is an undoubted and Osulf a possibly English name, while Fastolf is certainly
Scandinavian. A man called Fryðegist, a Danish name, has sons named Osferð and Adeluuold, of which at least Adeluuold is
unquestionably English.[18] This shows that name-giving habits in England had been changed, probably due to intermarriage
of Scandinavians and English, or, if not, affected profoundly by the example of Scandinavians who were the socially dominant
class in some areas. Likewise, in the thirteenth century a large number of the names in use among the small landowners and
peasantry in all parts of England were those introduced by the Normans and their continental friends (Sawyer 1971: 156). The
repertory of personal names available to the English was increased by both the Scandinavians and the Normans.

19
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In using this place-name evidence for Scandinavian settlement, it should be remembered that place names were not generally
given by the inhabitants. They arose spontaneously, unconsciously (Ekwall 1924: 72) or they were given by the neighbours out
of some local characteristics, the owner's name, or some other circumstance and came to be used in referring to the place.
Place-names are thus likely to reflect the predominant nature or nationality of a district, which was felt by people in the
adjacent areas. A strong Scandinavian element must have existed where the Scandinavian place-names occur. However, this
does not necessarily imply Scandinavian numerical superiority for inferiority in numbers may have been counterbalanced by
political or social superiority (Ekwall 1936: 139).

21

22
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It is tempting, or perhaps just convenient, to judge that -by and -thorp are of Scandinavian origin when various maps show
those are densely concentrated in a given Danelaw area but quite rare outside the region. It is possible, however, that many of
the place-name elements as well as words, regarded as Scandinavian in origin, did actually come from the eastern or northern
dialects which are not recorded in any literary documents. The dialects in the north and east are often said to be somewhat
closer to ON than was the West Saxon dialect. It is possible, therefore, that words of similar meaning and sound might have
appeared in the speech of Englishmen in the Danelaw area before the arrival of Scandinavians, and because of this similarity
Englishmen in the north and east might easily have accepted those Scandinavian elements unconsciously. This situation could
have been accelerated after centuries of close social interaction between the two peoples. The acceptance of grammatical
words such as pronouns, least transplanted from one language to another, cannot merely be the result of casual influence but
must have the cooperation of internal linguistsic change of OE. In addition, the acceptance and integration of lexical words
such as legal terms and everyday speech are not necessarily attributable to the numerical volume of Scandinavian settlers
alone but could have as easily arisen from various domestic sources.
Conclusion

24

The first survey of English place-names, for the purpose of compiling Domesday Book, was made in 1086. It describes most
of the place-names which then existed in England, but it is clearly irrelevant for the study of the original settlement in the
second half of the ninth century as mentioned in the ASC. Nor does it demonstrate the density and extent of the Scandinavian
population at that time. During the two hundred years between the first Scandinavian settlement and the first survey, there was
a considerable influx of Scandinavian immigrants from the continent. Given that the Scandinavian and English languages
shared certain characteristics from the beginning, it is not difficult to assume that the languages of the natives and settlers
were at times easily intermingled, ultimately making interpretation of the origin of place-names extremely difficult.

25

The vagaries associated with measuring Scandinavian linguistic influence often affect the way the scale of Scandinavian
immigration is described and consequently tends to lead us to a lopsided view about the Scandinavian settlement. Despite all
these difficulties, what do the maps actually tell us in concrete terms? They show us something about the areas of contact
between Danish and English speakers and indicate the spheres of life in which Danes were influential. Scandinavian placenames, while not definitive in determining settlement sites, are very important as indicators of the distribution and the relative
intensity of the Scandinavian settlements.
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